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Abstract: Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) is the application of BIM, a digital
modelling and information management technique, to assets of historical significance, otherwise
known as Cultural Heritage (CH). The adoption of BIM for CH is justified by government mandates
and acknowledgement by leading heritage institutions that there is a need to utilise digital tools for
heritage management. This paper establishes the current state of HBIM implementation within CH
as well as research trends to date via a review of the existing literature. Geometric modelling was
found to be the topic of very early research into HBIM, with particular focus given to improving
the accuracy and efficiency of modelling. Thus, methods for improving modelling were evaluated.
HBIM as an information management tool is discussed including the issues encountered, such as
data storage and insufficient existing tools, as well as key information requirements proposed in the
literature. An evaluation of key HBIM case studies found limited evidence of the created models being
used in practice and an overall lack of consideration of the information needs. It was determined
that the implementation of HBIM is limited by a lack of defined information requirements, and
standardisation regarding the method of implementation.

Keywords: HBIM; cultural heritage; BIM; built heritage

1. Introduction
1.1. Historic Building Information Modelling

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a standardised procedure (ISO 19650) [1]
developed by the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry for the digital
management of assets. BIM is the process of creating an intelligent 3D model of an asset
which also contains extra information about ‘objects’ within the asset. This information
includes geometric information (e.g., dimensions of a window) and non-geometric informa-
tion (e.g., details of the materials that make up a structure, or manufacturers handbooks).
Traditionally, BIM models are created for new build projects using construction drawings
and are updated as the project progresses. Heritage or Historic BIM (HBIM) is an evolution
of BIM, first suggested by [2], regarding assets of historical significance herein referred to as
Cultural Heritage (CH). CH is defined by UNESCO as “artefacts, monuments, a group of
buildings and sites, museums that have a diversity of values including symbolic, historic,
artistic, aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological, scientific and social significance” [3].
Subsequently, this paper will use ‘BIM’ to refer to BIM for new assets only. Contrary to BIM,
where the asset is built according to the model, an HBIM is retrospectively created from
survey data and then enriched. By definition, CH is in the Operation and Maintenance
(O&M) lifecycle phase, a phase already underrepresented by BIM standards [4] and further
limited by ad hoc approaches to Facilities Management (FM) [5].

There is currently no standard for HBIM, nor comprehensive identification of the
information requirements for HBIM. However, the justification for its adoption is two-fold.
In 2016, the UK government mandated that BIM was required for all centrally funded
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projects and consequently many companies choose to implement BIM on all their projects
regardless as it is increasingly becoming a client requirement. The UK BIM mandate
does not distinguish between new build assets and assets of historical significance [5].
Furthermore, if correctly developed, HBIM could assist with the sustainable management
of heritage for future generations. Ref. [6] suggests that effective management systems
allow the coordination of activities from different stakeholders and also allow the allocation
of resources, both of which are known functionalities of BIM. There is an argument that the
subjective nature of heritage makes it unsuitable for BIM applications. However, the World
Heritage List (WHL), an internationally respected convention managed by UNESCO, is a
property-based convention [7], a format easily translatable to parametric BIM modelling.
Ref. [8] successfully applied HBIM concepts to a UNESCO site in Marrakech, providing
proof of concept. The barriers to HBIM include a lack of technical skills and existing
culture for digitisation in the field of CH [9–11] as well as the associated costs of model
creation [12]. A known benefit of HBIM is its ability to bring together multiple sources
of disparate information [13]. However, the “current lack of appropriate information
(regarding CH) provides both the need for HBIM and a barrier to it’s adoption” [9].

The aim of this paper is to establish the current state of HBIM implementation within
CH via a semi-structured scoping review. The objectives are:

• O1—Identify the literature regarding the current implementation of HBIM.
• O2—Review the identified literature and establish research trends and findings to date.
• O3—Evaluate the success of key modelling case studies.
• O4—Define the research gap and areas for future research.

1.2. Exisitng HBIM Reviews

There exists to date a number of literature reviews regarding HBIM; the majority of
which identify and contain a considerable focus on the process of geometric data collection
and modelling [14–17]. Thus, to avoid duplication of discussion, this paper will only
provide an overview of geometric data collection and modelling techniques and will
subsequently only discuss the most recent developments in this area. This will account for
the changes in the available technology since the publication of existing reviews, which is
particularly relevant for [15] who mention several emerging technologies which are now
widely investigated (scan-to-BIM and augmented reality (AR)). Several reviews also discuss
the capabilities of Geographic Information Systems (GISs) and their potential integration
with BIM [14,18] as well as the use of a variety of open source software [19]. These are
identified within the reviews as still emerging technologies which will be discussed in more
detail in Section 4.2.2.

The requirements of the CH sector are only considered by a few reviews, with some
disparity between them: Refs. [15,20] primarily focus on the use of HBIM for the dissemi-
nation of CH heritage to the public and the role of CH as a public resource whereas [16,21]
consider conservation practice in regards to the analysis and interrogation of CH structures
through historic documentation and condition data. Whilst differing, these approaches
both reflect existing agreed international conventions regarding heritage management, with
the latter reflecting the advice of the Venice Charter [22] and the former representing the
cocreation principles championed by the Faro Convention [23]. Ref. [16] concluded that
methods for storing the information required for the CH sector are lacking and, within
reviews to date, the only notable consideration of this is [24] who reviewed ontology and
external database methodologies for storing these data. Refs. [24,25] Given the apparent
limited consideration of both information types and storage within the HBIM literature to
date, concluded from published reviews, this paper will provide a detailed discussion in
this area (Section 4).

Whilst limited in scope due to their exclusion of CH, the review of BIM for existing
buildings conducted by [26] concludes that the application of BIM is limited by organi-
sational, cultural and legal considerations. Existing guidance and advice regarding asset
management suggests that these issues can be overcome by ensuring all future asset man-
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agement approaches having consistent terminology and conceptual processes so even if
a technology becomes obsolete, the information should be able to be maintained [27–29].
Ref. [29] claims it is a lack of standardised procedure which has most severely limited the
field of asset management. Whilst it must be acknowledged that CH has unique complexi-
ties, the authors of this paper believe that CH should not ignore the recommendations of the
asset management sector. As such, this review will consider the available HBIM standards.

2. Methodology
2.1. Literature Identification

The literature database ‘Scopus’ was used to search for the literature. The key word
search was “HBIM” AND (“Cultural Heritage” OR “Built Heritage”). Papers written prior
to 2015 were excluded from the initial search. This was for two key reasons. Primarily, it is
evident that the majority of EU BIM mandates came into effect from 2015 onwards [30] and
work before a national BIM mandate is typically undertaken by researchers, thus tends to
be focused on theoretical uses as opposed to end user requirements. The second reason is
that, due to the rate of BIM technology development, older works reviewed in the initial
search experienced technological issues which are now obsolete. As an exception to the
initial exclusion rule, papers considered key to the evolution of HBIM (prior to 2015), such
as [2], which is the first to define HBIM as a concept, were included in the initial search and
review. Following the initial review, additional key papers prior to 2015 [31–33] were then
identified to remove any potential critical limitations to the work.

Some have sought to distinguish HBIM, referring to more modern CH, and Archaeo-
BIM, referring to ancient CH. There is justification for this since the same procedure applied
to newer CH has been shown to encounter fewer issues than with ancient heritage [34].
However, Ref. [35] suggests that there is a tendency within heritage professionals to favour
ancient history over modern history which implies that a site that encompasses both or that
has experienced changes over time may be insufficiently modelled by separating these two
disciplines. As such, this paper will refer to BIM for all CH as HBIM.

2.2. Literature Review and Research Trends

The literature review has been grouped into common research trends. The order
corresponds with the commonality of the topic, starting with the most common.

• Geometric Data Collection and Modelling (Section 3);
• BIM for Information Management (Section 4);
• Augmented Reality (AR) vs. Virtual Reality (VR) (Section 5).

2.3. Evaluating the Success of Key Case Studies

From the reviewed literature, an assessment criteria for HBIM models was created and
applied to key case studies (Section 3.2.1). The assessment criteria evaluated the resulting
model based on geometric characteristics (including accuracy and granularity of model
objects) and the amount of information stored in the models. The relative importance of
each characteristic for two common use cases (FM and Conservation) was defined based
on a consensus inferred from the literature reviewed. Sixteen case studies were evaluated
in this way.

2.4. Defining the Research Gap and Areas for Future Research

Section 6 considers the papers reviewed and discusses the areas key to the imple-
mentation of HBIM, which appear as yet undeveloped, and which will be subsequently
addressed in future work by the authors. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7 regarding the
research trends to date and the current implementation of HBIM.

3. Geometric Data Collection and Modelling

Geometric modelling was the initial challenge associated with HBIM [2]. Its impor-
tance is summarised by [36] which says it is “the basis upon which all other attributes are
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defined and created” and [37] which claims “adequate graphic documentation can be one
of the most effective means for the conservation of cultural heritage”.

3.1. Data Collection

The most common geometric data collection methods tend to be photogrammetry and
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS). Typically, TLS is used for obtaining data from the ground
and Unmanned Arial Vehicles (UAVs), often equipped with photogrammetry equipment,
are used for unsafe structures [35] or inaccessible areas [38–42]. Ref. [36] compared common
geometric data collection methods and concluded that both TLS and photogrammetry have
a high degree of accuracy, but TLS is limited by cost and mobility considerations. In
some cases, traditional surveying techniques or previous surveys are utilized for model
creation [43] but survey specification guidance [44] typically advocates the use of mass
data techniques such as TLS [35,38–42].

There is no formal standard for the scan resolution, however Ref. [36] compared
different resolutions against a range of accuracy criteria and concluded that a resolution of
2 cm or less should be used. Ref. [44] also provided guidance on surveying CH for Historic
England. The number of scans is determined by site characteristics, as demonstrated
by [45] who had to undertake more scans at varying distances from their temple case study
because the curved surfaces of the columns caused data voids. Notable outliers are [46],
who used Optical Scanning (OS) for detailed elements, and [47], who utilised a handheld
laser scanner to collect data for a decorative surface. OS was used because the resolution
was much higher than TLS but was limited by unfeasibly large file sizes.

Ref. [48] discarded their UAV data due to measured inaccuracies and [38,49] noticed
distortions in their UAV images which questions the validity of the UAV data. Ref. [42]
claimed to be able to create an HBIM using only UAVs that was accurate to approximately
0.16 m. Their work relied on an extensive archive of architectural drawings, rarely available
for CH. Their earlier work, undertaken without archival documents, was only accurate to
0.36 m of the real condition [37]. This number is arguably too high for certain use cases for
an HBIM such as aiding in renovation works. In contrast to this, Refs. [50,51] suggest that
with sufficient geometric validation points, UAVs can be used as an accurate means of data
acquisition. Ref. [51] established the geometric validation points using a total station. The
additional use of equipment may negate the benefit of UAVs being cheaper than TLS [36].

There seems to be little consideration given to survey data after model creation and no
apparent consensus on whether the data should be kept in the HBIM or discarded. However,
the value of survey data as an information source must not be underestimated [52]. Using
just the point cloud, Ref. [53] was able to conduct a material quantification of a cathedral, to
estimate its value, and [54] was able to successfully model the behaviour of a tower during
an earthquake. Similarly, Ref. [55] suggests that UAVs could also be used to improve visual
inspection techniques. Ref. [56] was able to automatically identify damage to a structure
from the point cloud. As demonstrated, maintaining up-to-date survey information within
a HBIM, as opposed to considering it as just a tool for model creation, could enable new
analysis that appears to be, as yet, underutilised. Given the consequent importance of
survey data, Refs. [11,57] suggest the necessity of additional meta data about how, and by
whom, surveys were carried out. This meta data about the surveys enable their validity to
be ensured as part of any future quality assurance activities.

3.2. Modelling
3.2.1. Adapting Standard BIM Procedures to HBIM

Previous case studies have attempted to adapt BIM procedures to HBIM [58], but these
have generally been considered failures because BIM was primarily created for construction
use [59]. The clearest example is demonstrated by the definition of the Level of Detail
(LOD), which refers to the required level of graphical representation. The highest LOD for
BIM refers to as-built, the current state of CH, but achieving that LOD in a heritage project
is not yet feasible. It could be argued that the only standard definition applicable to HBIM
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is the recent definition of the Level of Information Need (LOIN), new to ISO 19650 [60],
which is composed of the level of model detail and level of associated information, positing
that in some instances a low level of model detail can be mitigated via a high level of
associated information [1].

Thus, HBIM projects often define new LODs [61–63] or entirely new categories more
appropriate to CH [43,64,65]; notable examples include the Level of Knowledge (LOK) [43],
Level of History (LoH) [60,66] and Grades of Generation (GoG) [65]. The frequent creation
of new terminology and definitions lead [48] to suggest that HBIM workflows are only
applicable to the existing asset and cannot be applied to a new addition. Despite the
numerous attempts to redefine LOD for heritage, ISO 19650 [1] does not reflect any of the
new proposed definitions so they will not be adopted herein. However, the burgeoning
shift in practice from LOD to the arguably more useful LOIN suggests future develop-
ments to ISO 19650 and associated BIM standards may be able to encompass some of the
requirements of the CH.

The only international standard for BIM is ISO 19650, which has already been noted to
not encompass CH, and parallel national standards exist. The extension of standardised
procedures to include HBIM have been suggested by some [67], but [63] is one of the only
works that has actually attempted standardisation in practice. Its procedure had eight
phases describing the expected information and suitable LOD at each stage. The limitation
of the work is that it is primarily designed for refurbishments so five of the eight phases
are ‘interventions’ which are conceptually similar to standard construction. In practice, the
achievable LOD for HBIM is limited by data collection and modelling methodologies [45].

3.2.2. Modelling Methodologies

There are three common modelling approaches: using conventional BIM authoring
tools, using alternative technology and creating bespoke technologies. These approaches
are summarised in Table 1 and their respective advantages and disadvantages discussed in
the subsequent paragraphs.

Table 1. Modelling approaches for HBIM.

Approach Details

A. BIM authoring tools, e.g., Revit

A.1. Parametric

Most conventional BIM technique. Objects are created
within a BIM authoring tool with editable parameters
associated with them. Most additional information will be
attributed to these parameters.

A.2. Manual

When an object is unique to an asset, it can be modelled
manually within BIM authoring tools similar in principle
to Computer Aided Design (CAD) modelling. An
example of this method is included in [68].

B. Alternative technologies

B.1. NURBS- Non-Uniform
Rational B-Splines

A mathematical modelling technique able to model
complex shapes by creating curves from control points.

B.2. Mesh-to-BIM
Software models the entire surface by creating polygons
linking individual points in a point cloud. The greater the
number of polygons, the more detailed the surface.

B.3. CAD 3D model objects are made in generic CAD software and
then imported to a BIM authoring tool for enrichment

C. Bespoke Systems
Development of a new software, often when a model
needs to fulfil a particular use case. There are only a few
instances where this is applied.

A.1. Parametric modelling—Parametric BIM objects can be used multiple times with
slight edits available and the objects can be added to object libraries to enable their reuse
on other projects. Creating new detailed parametric objects requires a large amount of
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modelling skill and time. There is an argument that the subjective nature of heritage makes
it unsuitable for parametric modelling but the WHL is a property-based convention [7], a
format easily translatable to parametric modelling. Ref. [8] also successfully applied HBIM
concepts to a UNESCO site in Marrakech, providing proof of concept.

A.2. Manual modelling—Modelling within the BIM authoring tool makes it possible
to make edits in the future and other information, such as materials, can be added in
a standard format. BIM authoring tools do not have as many built-in modelling tools
as software created specifically for CAD. Since heritage is often architecturally complex,
modelling requires greater time and technical skill [69] and BIM tools are not yet accurate
enough for complex modelling [70]. They were also designed for new-build construction
so will not model irregularities which are inherent to CH [9]. Objects modelled ‘in place’
cannot be reused on other projects.

B.1. NURBS—NURBS models are easy and simple to create as they are a well-
established modelling technique. They can model complex shapes to a high degree of
accuracy but they lack depth of information, a secondary modelling software is required
and they cannot be edited once imported into BIM authoring tools [71].

B.2. Mesh-to-BIM—Mesh models are good representations of the point cloud [72] and,
correspondingly, the surface of the structure leading [73] to remark that depending on the
defined LOD for the project it may not be necessary to model, for a specific object, anything
other than a surface mesh. Furthermore, Refs. [48,74] suggest that mesh-to-BIM is the best
modelling technique for modelling changes over time because it is the most dimensionally
accurate. Having a high-resolution mesh surface can make files unfeasibly large and having
too many mesh polygons causes issues with other software such as VR technologies [50].
Mesh models cannot be edited once exported to BIM authoring tools [74].

B.3. CAD—CAD typically provides increased modelling capabilities compared to BIM
software meaning that CAD tools are often better equipped to model complex and irregular
shapes and, since they are not designed specifically for the modelling of buildings, they do
not impose building logic to models. However, there is rarely a bi-directional link between
software (unless they are from the same manufacturer) so edits made in one model will not
be applied to the other. Objects made in the CAD software cannot be added to an object
library and, like NURBS, cannot be edited in BIM tools.

C. Bespoke Systems—Capabilities can be tailored to a specific project’s needs. How-
ever, specific advantages are unique to each system and rarely have universal benefits so
cannot be generalised herein. A lack of standardisation results in interoperability issues
with other tools. Furthermore, the complete separation of HBIM and BIM via a bespoke
system fails to acknowledge the interaction of new and old construction. This interaction
is compounded by [75] which utilised lighting simulations, an existing capability of BIM
tools, to design a new lighting system for a basilica in Florence. Similarly, Ref. [53] utilised
‘take off’ capabilities in Revit to conduct a monetary valuation of a Cathedral in Mexico.

3.2.3. Evaluating the Success of Modelling Case Studies

The choice of modelling technique is often dependent on the intended use and as such
there are many disparate approaches. In generic terms, model uses can be split into two
categories: FM, which includes everyday operation of the asset and normal maintenance
tasks, and conservation, which includes restoration and work to upgrade or modify an asset
to survive changing conditions. It is evident that the usefulness of the resulting model for
its intended task is dependent on three parameters: (i) its Geometric Accuracy (GA) (used
here instead of LOD due to the current lack of standard terminology), (ii) the number of
unique Identifiable Objects (IO) (sometimes referred to as granularity) and (iii) the amount
of Associated Information (AI).

From the papers reviewed, a new assessment criterion for determining the usefulness
of an HBIM case study was developed. The criterion involves a series of parameters (see
Table 2) applied to an appropriate newly proposed equation (see Table 3) for the intended
use. These equations for the apparent usefulness level for conservation and FM were
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derived according to the perceived importance of each parameter inferred from the papers
read in this review. For instance, it is generally agreed that for FM purposes, a lower level
of GA is required but AI and IO are key [4,10,11,76,77].

Table 2. Assessment parameters for determining the usefulness of key HBIM case studies.

Geometric Accuracy (GA);
No. Identifiable Objects (IO);
Associated Information (AI).

Intended Use (IU) Successful Implementation for Intended Use (SIIU)

1 = Low *
C = Conservation 1 = No evidence given or unspecified use.

2 = Low **

3 = Medium *
FM = Facilities Management

1.5 = Strong argument for why implementation will be
successful (either from author or other work) but no
evidence given.4 = Medium **

5 = High *
U = Unspecified 2 = Proven successful implementation for specific use.

6 = High **

* Assumed, ** Proven.

Table 3. Equations for calculating the usefulness of the HBIM.

Usefulness Level for Conservation (ULC) Usefulness Level for Facilities Management (ULFM)

If intended use is C,
ULC = ((GA + AI) × SIIU) + (0.5 × IO). (1)

If intended use is FM,
ULFM = ((IO + AI) × SIIU) + (0.5 ×
GA).

(3)

If intended use is FM or U,
ULC = (GA + AI) + (0.5 × IO). (2) If intended use is C or U,

ULFM = (IO + AI) + (0.5 × GA). (4)

Geometric accuracy was evaluated by visually comparing how accurate the model was
to the real condition. Below is an example of how GA would be assessed for the modelling
of an ancient stone wall.

• Wall represented as a regular shape (cuboid) with no deviations. Representation
symbolic of actual object = Low GA.

• Wall depicted using an irregular shape, somewhat representative of actual object =
Medium GA.

• Wall depicted using an irregular shape, representative of actual object. There may be
additional details in the model representing areas of decay, weathering or aging =
High GA.

Whether the GA was ‘proven’ or ‘assumed’ refers to whether the paper makes refer-
ence to an explicit, usually numerical comparison of the deviation of the model from the
real condition.

The number of identifiable objects were evaluated by visual assessment of the model
granularity. Below is an example of how IO would be assessed for the modelling of an
interior wall of a residential structure.

• Wall represented as a single object. No individual features including artistic features,
functional elements (e.g., light switches) or distinct building phases are distinguished
= Low IO.

• Wall depicted as several distinct objects or as one object with sections. Typically, some
individual features will be modelled = Medium IO.

• Wall depicted as several individual objects. This could include modelling each indi-
vidual structural component of the wall (e.g., individual bricks or distinct structural
layers) or including the majority of individual features as separate objects = High IO.

Whether the IO was ‘proven’ or ‘assumed’ refers to whether the paper makes an
explicit reference to the granularity of modelling.
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The amount of associated information was evaluated by assessing the number of
individual types or sources of information stated to be included in addition to the geometric
model. Below is an example of how AI was assessed.

• None/minimal discussion of any additional information besides the model itself =
Low AI.

• Some discussion of a few other information types or sources to be included with the
model. Generic types or information sources may be given = Medium AI.

• Detailed discussion of numerous additional information types or sources to be in-
cluded with the model. Often an explicit list is provided = High AI.

Whether the AI was ‘proven’ or ‘assumed’ refers to whether the paper makes explicit
reference to the actual inclusion of additional information to the finished model.

Notable modelling case studies are discussed in Table 4. To avoid duplication of the
results and ensure the concise evaluation of individual methodologies, the case studies
included herein were those deemed to be a good representation of a distinct methodology
(see unique feature column of Table 4 for details). The assessment criterion was applied
informally throughout the review process to all case studies so conclusions drawn from
Table 4 can be considered representative of the whole. The case studies are ordered
according to their assessed usefulness for their intended use where the maximum achievable
score was 27 but the highest score was 16. The main limitation seems to be that whilst
papers appear to briefly mention the AI to be attributed to the model, there is apparently
very little evidence of its detailed inclusion.

Table 4. Key HBIM case studies including their unique feature and usefulness assessment.

Case
Study

Unique
Feature Details GA IO AI IU SIIU ULC ULFM

1
[11]

Hybrid
approach
using mesh and
parametric modelling

Ref. [11] suggested that the ideal modelling
technique would involve all elements being
manually modelled parametrically, to achieve
the accuracy of a mesh with the editability of a
parametric object, but acknowledged that this
had cost and time implications so instead opted
for a hybrid approach. Simple surfaces were
modelled parametrically and meshes were
created for complex objects. The limited use of
meshes reduced computer processing issues
due to file sizes.

5 5 4 C 1.5 16 11.5

2
[78]

Developed a new
modelling software
with a
focus on modelling
decay.

Part of a 20-year project to model a Roman
Fluvial Port. Ref. [78] was able to model the
structure to a high degree of accuracy and
include a segmentation tool for classifying
decay mechanisms and the potential
interventions required. Their methodology was
validated by archaeological experts so was
proven to be successful.

5 5 3 C 1.5 14.5 10.5

3
[13]

Modelling lost
heritage for restoration

Ref. [13] modelled all the decorative elements
of a Kurdish minaret. The decorative elements
were modelled as they would have been
(extrapolated from available data) as opposed
to the as-is condition so that the model could be
used for restoration purposes.

3 3 5 C 1.5 13.5 9.5

4
[10]

Modelling for
structural condition
analysis

Ref. [10] created an HBIM for structural
condition analysis by removing all decorative
elements from the model.

2 5 5 C 1.5 13 11

5
[79]

Simplifying model
elements for structural
analysis.

Ref. [79] created a model purely for structural
analysis, so deconstructed components into a
series of 3D line elements. This method worked
as the elements modelled were standard steel
components such as I-beams, so were of less
complexity than most historical architecture.

2 5 3 C 2 12.5 9
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Table 4. Cont.

Case
Study

Unique
Feature Details GA IO AI IU SIIU ULC ULFM

6
[80]

Modelling layers of a
structure (decorative)
as
individual images.

Ref. [80] examined wall painting as a
representative of decorative surfaces in BIM.
They incorporated layers of the painting as a
series of photos within the model. They suggest
that the incorporation of all data within the
model, as opposed to an external link, allows
better informed management decisions.

5 5 1 C 1.5 11.5 8.5

7
[81]

Used placeholder
objects for complex
objects.

Ref. [81] determined that the accurate
modelling of all objects was not possible due to
time constraints (of manual modelling) and
processing requirements (of mesh models).
They used placeholder objects (geospatially
accurate but otherwise arbitrary shapes) and
then associated all other information as meta
data, e.g., photos of the actual condition.

1 3 5 C 1.5 10.5 8.5

8
[82]

Creating a model for
Finite
Element
Modelling (FEM) to
determine
seismic
stability

Ref. [82] initially modelled complex
architecture using NURBS surfaces but had to
later convert the model to a mesh so that it
could be exported to FEM software (Pro-Sap), a
step that arguably could have been avoided if
the shapes were modelled as a mesh initially.

5 1 1 C 1.5 9.5 4.5

9
[83]

Including model
accuracy analysis to
mitigate
limitations regarding
time and modeller skill

Ref. [83] conceded that a fully realistic model
would require a highly specialised technician,
so aimed to create a model using Revit without
spending undue time on the modelling itself.
They acknowledged limitations of Revit for
modelling as-built deviations, but overcame
this by using CloudCompare to compare the
deviation between their model and the point
cloud. The output of the process was a false
colour map that was attached as a JPEG to the
model. Whilst successful, they also suggested
that a similar result could be achieved by
storing the point cloud in Revit and visually
assessing accuracy.

4 3 1 C 1 6.5 6

10
[84]

HBIM for Building
Energy Model (BEM)
analysis

Ref. [84] created an HBIM to be exported to
BEM software (Cypetherm C.E.) to allow for
analysis of the potential renovation options.
They parametrically modelled objects but found
that the inaccuracies at the modelling stage
caused errors in the outputted result when they
imported the model parameters to BEM
software. They suggested this could be
overcome by BEM calibration from existing
data or by integrating digital twin technology.

1 3 1 C 1 3.5 4.5

11
[85]

Creating a model from
orthophotos and
photogrammetry

Ref. [85] had to create a model using
photogrammetry and NURBS models because
the building primarily consisted of marble and
mosaic surfaces. It is rare that a model is made
without TLS due to its increased accuracy;
however, the marble surfaces partially absorb
lasers and the mosaic surfaces caused huge
amounts of reflection. Orthophotos were also
included within the model which were of high
enough resolution that individual mosaic tiles
could be distinguished. As such, they were able
to use the images for restoration purposes.
Orthophotos are not typically included as they
are unfeasibly large files.

5 3 1 C 1 7.5 6.5
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Table 4. Cont.

Case
Study

Unique
Feature Details GA IO AI IU SIIU ULC ULFM

12
[86]

Modelling only from
the surface mesh

Ref. [86] modelled an underground heritage site
and used the resulting model to design a
non-invasive ventilation system using
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). It was
clear from the complexity of the shapes and
available data that Mesh-to-BIM was the only
suitable method. They experimented with
different mesh sizes and found that reducing
the complexity of the mesh had minimal effect
on the CFD output.

5 1 1 FM 2 6.5 6.5

13
[87]

Adding
additional parameters
to Revit to describe
structural
irregularities.

Ref. [87] found from the point cloud that the
walls of their case study were not straight and
had large amounts of tilt. Using Revit, they
were not able to easily model this. They
overcame this by adding additional parameters
to the model to describe wall tilt.

1 3 3 FM 1 5.5 6.5

14
[88]

Manually creating a
3D model of a
cathedral portico in a
single CAD software
(AutoCAD) and then
exporting to BIM
authoring tools.

Whilst the model of [88] was made to a high
level of accuracy, they found the process
time-consuming and complex. It seems unclear
what the benefits of their completely accurate
model were as no future intended use was
specified.

5 5 2 U 1 9.5 9.5

15
[89]

Using multiple CAD
software to create the
3D model.

Ref. [89] created a 3D model entirely in CAD
software without any associated extra
information or parametric capabilities; i.e., it
was not a BIM model. The CAD was then
imported into Revit to add extra information
and elevate it to a BIM model. This bypassed
certain modelling limitations of BIM tools with
regards to the number of modelling tools
available (Table 1).

3 3 3 U 1 7.5 7.5

16
[90]

Applied
orthophotography to a
model created in Revit
to accurately model
the as-is texture of the
structures.

Ref. [90] created a model of a village in Saudi
Arabia. The aim was to include texture
information so that it could provide
information regarding structure condition,
decay of material, decorative variety and
phases of buildings as well as being useful for
creating virtual environments

5 3 1 U 1 7.5 6.5

Whilst non-exhaustive of all case studies reviewed, it can be seen from Table 4 that
models made using BIM authoring tools generally achieve a lower level of GA. Case studies
that implemented alternative technologies generally achieved a high GA but the use of
additional software further increases the cost of model creation, a pre-existing barrier to
the implementation of HBIM [12]. Whilst its assessed usefulness was limited by a lack
of AI, the approach of [83] (case study 9) may provide the simplest, lowest-cost solution
to modelling limitations. GA is less important when the model is used for numerical
analysis as the analysis software often requires a simplified model (see case study 5).
Several papers used digital twins [84,86] or sensor integration [91] to overcome modelling
simplifications. However, Ref. [49] suggests that an accurate model increases confidence in
high-risk developments which could potentially cause damage to an asset, which may be
why many of the models intended for conservation work in Table 4 had a high level of GA.
Ref. [64] states that advanced techniques are rendered obsolete by heritage professionals
not using them; it is notable in Table 4 that of the 16 case studies, 3 were created without
a clearly specified use and only 2 demonstrated a model being successfully used for its
intended purpose.
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3.2.4. Increasing Modelling Speed and Quality

As evident in Section 3.2.2, there is no single modelling approach for HBIM which is
without limitations, and the existing methodologies are either time-consuming or produce
inaccurate models. It is worth noting that creating BIM models for new build construction
still requires significant investments in terms of cost and time so it is arguably inappropriate
to assume that the creation of an HBIM will ever be instant. That being said, a few method-
ologies for increasing modelling speed and quality have been attempted, summarised in
Table 5. Details of each approach are discussed below.

Table 5. Methodologies for increasing modelling speed and quality.

Approach Success Level

A. Automatic/Semi-Automatic Processes
A.1. Point cloud and mesh segmentation Developing

A.2. Model creation Limited to simple surfaces

B. Creating a Model from Existing
Documents or traditional surveys Poor

C. HBIM Libraries

C.1. Creating new parametric models as per
BIM methodologies Poor

C.2. Adapting existing objects Limited accuracy

C.3. Creating theoretical objects Limited accuracy

C.4. Increasing the granularity of BIM objects Currently limited to simple shapes

A.1. Point cloud and mesh segmentation—Whilst point clouds will model an entire
surface, they can be segmented into more usable units to reduce processing requirements,
enable meshes of individual objects or more easily model individual elements [64,74,92,93].
Automatic techniques are being developed that can detect which points in a cloud or
sections of a surface mesh correspond with a single object. This is known as semantic
segmentation. Tests of semantic segmentation techniques have had limited success and it is
mostly still a manual process as technology is not advanced enough [64]. Ref. [94] tested a
segmentation algorithm but found that it was only successful for large areas as opposed to
detailed shapes and even in large areas it included many false positives. Ref. [95] was able
to segment a point cloud by first defining an extensive ontology of the elements and rules
relating to castles and applying machine learning but the necessity of defining the ontology
mitigates the modelling efficiency.

A.2. Model creation—Arguably the next evolution of point cloud segmentation is
where a modelling algorithm detects areas of the point cloud belonging to a single object,
separates the point and then creates a 3D object in that place. This method has been
investigated and applied with some success to individual work [96], but there is yet to be
a fully automated process [97]. Other works have repeatedly concluded that modelling
algorithms are not yet developed enough to model complex architecture or differences due
to aging [73,74,98–100]. Ref. [45] suggests that modelling requires a degree of technical
insight regarding constructive techniques which cannot be automatically determined. The
most successful automatic modelling techniques model geometric primitives [97,101]. Of
these, the accuracy is potentially insufficient for certain use cases, with [97] only achieving
a distance accuracy for columns of approximately 64 mm.

B. Creating a model from existing documents or traditional surveys—The least used
modelling efficiency, suggested by [62,74], involves creating a model from existing doc-
umentation and then validating that model with scan data. An alternative approach to
this method is using traditional cartography as a data source for model creation [43]. In
practice, it seems to only be used for instances of lost heritage [102–104] or for when the
model is being used for visualisation purposes only [105]. Refs. [10,41,106] all compared
their resulting models to the point cloud and found significant differences in the measured
geometries, arguably invalidating the method.
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C.1. Creating new parametric models as per BIM methodologies—Manually creating
new parametric objects to be added to a library specifically for HBIM. Objects should be
true to the as-is condition. Ref. [107] attempted to implement an HBIM library, envisioning
minimal issues, due to the nature of their case study for which there was already an
extensive index of building component information. They encountered difficulties at
the modelling stage due the geometrical complexity of the objects and were unable to
implement the HBIM library they proposed. Ref. [108] also attempted to create a library
of objects and encountered issues regarding transferring point clouds to object modelling
platforms and adding additional data. Their method was effort-intensive but successful.

C.2. Adapting existing objects—A common simplification which involves the adaption
of existing object libraries by altering the pre-existing parameters of similar objects. The
main assumption is that certain features are regular [100]. Ref. [70] states that the regular
objects of HBIM libraries lead to the normalisation of the complexity of heritage and a loss
of understanding of the real value.

C.3. Creating theoretical object—Rather than modelling from the point cloud, objects
are created from historical documents such as architectural drawings, manuals, treatises
and building guidance. This creates a library of uniform theoretical objects. This alternative
method was trialled by [109,110], who created a series of ideal vault elements, as well
as [111] who created a library of classic architectural elements. Whilst successful, this
process is incredibly time-consuming and relied upon large amounts of existing data and
architectural rules. Its validity is questioned by the work of [100] who created a component
library for a church but noted that the objects did not reflect the real condition as per the
point cloud. Similar issues to creating models from existing drawings are encountered.

C.4. Increasing the granularity of BIM objects—Involves splitting objects into smaller
components that are more likely to be reused. The most common example is splitting
columns into shafts and bases, a method previously utilised by [112] who attempted to
create a library of algorithmically modelled columns by splitting them into functional
components. They found that the shaft element of certain columns could be reused for
other, similar columns. Similar methodologies were employed by [73,113] but their work
was manual as opposed to algorithmic. Ref. [114] also split elements into components but
states that, to be able to generate a model sufficient for structural analysis, the components
must be developed with an understanding of their structural interactions.

Object libraries were arguably the first [115], and now one of the most commonly
investigated, approaches because they already contribute to the procedural efficiency of
BIM. However, they have yet to encompass CH [110]; the generation of new BIM objects
requires a significant time investment which is further complicated by the complexity
of CH objects and modelling tools and formats do not account for CH features such
as irregular and tilted walls [87]. As such, there have been many varying attempts to
develop an HBIM library as they are the only proven mechanism for improving modelling
efficiency. However, the application tends to be limited to newer heritage [77,84,116],
and to architectural styles where there are known to be common repeating elements
across different assets [40,69,90,107,113,117,118]. It has been suggested that, due to the
uniqueness of CH, each asset requires its own non-transferable library of elements [73].
However, Ref. [119] created a component library for traditional Taiwanese woodwork and
distinguished 4 families with parameters (same shape but varying size) and 23 families
without parameters (same shape and size), exhibiting the effectiveness of an HBIM library.
Ref. [120] is one of very few that suggested that all the objects modelled should be added
to a shareable HBIM library regardless of perceived object commonality.

4. BIM for Information Management
4.1. Overview of the Issue

As seen in Table 4, HBIM models are often developed without a known use and there
appears to be very limited evidence of them being used in practice. Ref. [121] suggests
that, despite the emerging prevalence of HBIM models, they risk being abandoned post
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any restoration work due to a lack of useful information, illustrated by the lack of AI in
Table 4. Whilst arguably true, the issue is exacerbated by the lack of integration between
BIM and FM tools resulting in a large amount of data loss between stages [122] and a lack
of engagement with CH stakeholders both in terms of their awareness and understanding
of BIM [25], and the understanding of their organisational information requirements (OIRs).
Refs. [15,21] conclude that future works need to enable the continuous use of the HBIM for
FM but [4] suggest that BIM and FM are not yet fully integrated because there is insufficient
legislation mandating the use of BIM in FM and, since ISO 19650 [1] was designed for
construction, it does not encompass the breadth required for CH. As previously discussed,
the uses of an HBIM are typically split into conservation and FM and different models
are developed depending on the end use. Without evidence of the models being used
for their intended it purpose, it is consequently unclear whether this is due to the actual
differences in need for FM and conservation or just the limited scope of the specific project.
It can therefore be concluded that without knowing the OIRs for HBIM, it is impossible to
define a storage approach. Ref. [6] suggested some requirements for heritage management
systems based on common factors across a diverse range of world heritage sites and some
papers have made attempts to define the information requirements for HBIM ([8,58,73,99],
but their attempts often seem oversimplified. Ref. [122] established a more comprehensive
list of requirements but since this work focused on a renovation project, similar to [63],
it primarily included construction activities. Other papers appear to simply identify one
requirement with little regard for other information types, contributing to the numerous
disparate methodologies for implementing HBIM.

The following sections thus present the generic methods commonly employed for in-
formation storage and then discuss more specific requirements frequently covered: heritage
significance, moveable assets, building condition and changes over time.

4.2. Storing Information
4.2.1. Modifying Existing Workflows

Extra data are added to BIM models as object parameters. As evident in Table 4,
it is not yet possible to create a fully accurate model using a single software [123] so
models must be in a standard format so they can be exported between programmes with
no loss of data [93]. The Industry Foundation Class (IFC), a vendor neutral tool, is the
most widely used BIM export format [124] and is conceptually beneficial for HBIM as
it enables stakeholder collaboration [13]. However, since the IFC was developed for
BIM, it does not cater for the requirements of heritage [125]. The existing schema do not
encompass common cultural heritage elements such as vaults [71,126,127] and some works
have experienced interoperability issues with FM systems [82,84]. Only [124,125] seem to
suggest the adaption of the existing IFC standard to meet heritage requirements. This has
precedence as the IFC is regularly updated to include new schema. The latest update at
the time of writing, IFC 4.3, was an expansion to include road, rail, ports and waterways
and bridges which were not included previously [128]. This is the issue currently facing
CH; thus, it can concluded that the logical approach is to further develop the IFC for CH.
Ref. [125] tested their suggestion of updating the IFC schema and achieved good results
but did contend that the exact definitions of the IFC are not suitable for the complete
classification of CH. This sentiment is echoed by [71], which suggests that the hierarchal
relationships of the IFC (e.g., window objects are related to wall objects), which relay
structural relationships, may not be true for CH. A key document for looking after heritage
is a conservation plan based on the recommendations of the Burra Charter. Typically, these
are stored separately but there have been attempts at the IFC conversion. Ref. [124] found
that it was possible to convert a conservation plan to the IFC but the actual implementation
of this format would require a concerted effort.

Consequently, many people choose approaches that modify traditional BIM workflows.
Ref. [39] chose to assign all their information, including oral history and informative
websites, to the Revit materials as opposed to the objects themselves. This essentially
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created an HBIM material library. Other works chose to assign information to different
layers or segments [68] of the model as opposed to the whole objects, with [99] splitting
the model into three layers: global, macro (groups of architectural elements structurally
linked) and individual elements. A similar concept was applied by [81] who chose to attach
information to building zones; however, they encountered issues when an object existed
on the peripherals of a zone. Ref. [129] suggests the inclusion of flaggable parameters to
indicate the existence of specific themes such as historical information and conservation
information which would then be stored externally.

A perhaps simpler solution to the limitations of the IFC is to store data in an external
repository, often a database. The use of external repositories is discussed in numerous
works [11,43,121,122,130–133] but the exact details of how external databases should be
linked to, and interact with, the HBIM is as yet undefined. Ref. [24] compared the use of
ontologies, such as the IFC, with the use of databases and argues that ontologies allow
leaner storage and more complex queries but lack the structure of databases. There remains
no clear consensus on the best approach but it is worth noting that, for FM, most information
will be stored in an external database [25] and there is an existing BIM exchange format
(COBie) to achieve this.

There is a tendency to assume that a single model can meet the needs of all stake-
holders, perhaps because most studies have a single use case. Ref. [134] is an outlier in
this respect, given that they suggest the segregation of a geometric survey, and conceptual
information (attributed to simplified geometries) into sub-models which then become a
part of the whole federated model. This suggestion has precedence because BIM already
segregates models (e.g., for Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (MEP) and structural infor-
mation) due to the different expertise required. This is known as the federation strategy [1].
Whilst conservation guidance, such as the Venice Charter [22], states that records regarding
heritage should be publicly stored and available to researchers, [20,64,101] suggest that
there should be a capability within the HBIM to limit what information is shared with who
for security purposes. This is part of the purpose of a federation strategy.

4.2.2. Alternative Technologies

The proprietary nature of BIM software is another barrier to interoperability [135].
Visual Programming Language (VPL), a user-friendly programming technique, has been
suggested to overcome this [61,113,136–138]. Ref. [139] was able to successfully integrate
Grasshopper (a VPL) to create a bi-directional link between Rhinoceros (modelling software)
and Revit, a BIM authoring tool. Similarly, Ref. [140] created a Revit add-in that aggregated
several modelling steps from external software but the add-in was tailored to terminology
and modelling definitions specific to their work so may be inapplicable to others. Another
theorised solution is Free Open-Source Software (FOSS), a low-cost or free platform where
the user is able to manually edit the source code [141,142]. Ref. [19] concluded, from 6
years of research into FOSS, that it was able to be utilised at every stage of HBIM and
cited advantages relating to customisability. Alternatively, many suggested systems are
web-based [55,81,143]. Ref. [144] claimed that a web-based platform is the best approach to
find “common ground” for users with varying skills and expertise as they enable semantic
queries and do not require knowledge of BIM [145]. However, the creation of the web
platforms and use of a VPL still requires some programming knowledge [99], which fails to
acknowledge the existing skills gap for heritage professionals.

The integration of BIM and GISs, a tool for modelling at environmental scale, has
been suggested by several works [48,74,146,147]. Ref. [6] states that effective management
systems for heritage must include information regarding the wider setting. It is also
worth considering that many historical places encompass whole cities such as in the work
carried out by [50,118]. Functionally, Ref. [18] suggested some information requirements
for HBIM and compared the capabilities of the BIM and GIS software. They found that BIM
authoring tools are better for modelling and GISs are better for semantic interpretation but
neither software can adequately accomplish all requirements, a reality that may suggest the
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necessity of BIM-GIS integration. Other theoretical benefits include a shared knowledge
base for maintenance enquiries across sites [61] and the opportunity to create a global
HBIM library by establishing similar features between multiple buildings [84,92]. However,
this fails to acknowledge that, in an urban area, much of the surrounding area is likely
to be privately owned so it may not be possible to garner any meaningful information.
Most papers try to integrate BIM and GISs using a VPL [148,149] but [150] found that it
was possible to integrate HBIM with a GIS without the loss of any parameters using a
combination of multiple pre-existing software. Refs. [59,150] appear to be the only papers
that suggest creating bespoke software for BIM-GIS. Ref. [59] created Chimera which
was subsequently applied to a case study by [151]. Chimera was shown to have good
capabilities for information storage and demonstrating changes over time. On a smaller
scale, Ref. [152] utilised the spatial capabilities of GISs to create thematic maps to accurately
model decay on a façade.

Given the diverse needs of CH, it is arguable that to properly meet all the needs of
CH, you must combine the capabilities of BIM, GISs and game engines to encompass all
the potential information requirements. Only [150] suggests a theoretical framework to
facilitate this.

4.3. Common Information Requirements
4.3.1. Historical Significance

The inclusion of heritage specific information is unique to HBIM. Heritage consists
of both tangible and intangible attributes and “respect for cultural and heritage diversity
requires conscious efforts to avoid imposing mechanistic formulae or standardized pro-
cedures” [153]. A lack of formulaic descripting regarding heritage information makes it
difficult to include in BIM, a parameter-based modelling tool. Whilst [154] were able to
include intangible information as descriptions and images associated with objects (e.g.,
paint colours indicating a link to France), this was the exception to the norm. Thus, finding
intangible information can require semantic querying, a functionality not native to BIM.
A common solution is to link the data to the model in an external database [121] or by
creating a bespoke ID system for heritage objects [12]. Ref. [155] created an entirely new
system that, by attributing inference rules to objects based on end-user needs, was able to
query heterogeneous information. Whilst their system was bespoke and novel, it arguably
could have been implemented using rule-based filtering already present in BIM authoring
tools such as Revit.

The lack of a standard vocabulary herein causes issues when trying to integrate differ-
ent software because all VPLs become case specific [147]. A vast amount of standardised
vocabulary could engender the automatic extraction of elements [156]. Hence, it is not
surprising that a number of papers mention the inclusion of ontologies such as CIDOC-
CRM (now ISO 21127 [157]), which is the standard for the cataloguing of data for museum
collections [14,81,124,135,146,158]. The most successful implementation of ontologies for
the structuring of semantic data seems to occur when multiple ontologies are used, as
presented in the work by [95], who combined the Getty Art and Architecture Thesaurus
(AAT), CIDOC-CRM, IFC, CityGML in addition to a castle nomenclature dictionary. On-
tology inclusion usually occurs on web-based software as exampled in the work by [143],
who incorporated the Getty AAT schema, and [158], who converted CIDOC-CRM using
ifcOWL, also known as the IFC web ontology.

4.3.2. Moveable Assets

Modelling moveable assets is a consideration rarely included in BIM. Ref. [35], whilst
modelling an Italian paper mill, suggested that the exclusion of moveable assets, in their
case industrial machines, risked the exclusion of fundamental parts of the asset’s signifi-
cance. Likewise, Ref. [64] modelled moveable and artistic assets so that the model could
also be used for the sustainable management of those assets as opposed to the building
fabric itself. Similarly, Ref. [138] applied HBIM procedures to the modelling of museum
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artefacts in order to plan exhibit layouts and enable the condition monitoring of artefacts.
Ref. [20] suggests that CH is made for public use or else the value and appreciation of
heritage will be lost, so HBIMs able to assist with this are crucial.

4.3.3. Building Condition

Building Condition Assessments (BCAs) are of crucial importance for CH both for
renovations, restoration and FM. Ref. [137] suggests that integrating manual inspection
methods into BIM could improve cost and efficiency whilst reducing the accumulation of
human errors. In parallel, [159], whilst only modelling an isolated wall mural removed
from its architectural setting, found that integrating Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) data
in its corresponding location in a 3D space enabled a multi-disciplinary evaluation of its
condition. Ref. [56] undertook extensive work investigating the different types of damage
that had impacted a Portuguese CH site; notably, material loss, moisture and biological
damage. They carried out a number of NDT tests with the aim of visually integrating the
data into the model. However, Ref. [133] suggests that there is a lack of native capabilities
within BIM tools to store NDT data. Visual BCAs from the point cloud are likewise
discussed by [160].

To counter this, Ref. [57] made a specific effort to define how to store BCA data by
storing graphical outputs of the analysis as images that were then overlayed as building
façades in Revit. The methodology was necessary as the analysis software was not IFC-
compatible, but the façades were. This technique was hindered, similarly to the work
by [73], by Revit’s conformity to building logic, where a wall can only have one façade.
Multiple ‘virtual’ walls were required to model the outputs of different tests. Ref. [129]
made a similar attempt to model building condition as a façade and created an algorithm
to model decay as a CAD overlay but the algorithm itself was prone to error. Ref. [132]
also discussed additional external object layers but instead proposed the use of ‘Surface
Information Points’, individual point objects, densely distributed across the surface of the
object containing condition information, which could be filtered according to associated
parameters. Whilst arguably more successful than the use of external object layers, the
process for applying the surface points required a considerable degree of coding ability.
Ref. [161] modelled decay on a bridge as photo panels and created two bespoke parameters
to define decay. Ref. [162] created bespoke element IDs and then modelled decay using in-
dividual editable objects. The necessity of the IDs could have been mitigated by expanding
IFC to enable the storage of BCAs.

Even contemporary CH was primarily built before the advent of rigorous building
standards [136] so it may be necessary to undertake analysis to check the stability of the
existing structure or the asset’s energy performance [84,91,116,133]. Refs. [93,136] suggest
that HBIM lends itself to structural analysis since it requires extensive knowledge of the
building (contained in historic information) and most analysis software rely on parametric
input. This statement is refuted by the work of [55] which included diagnostic data as
parameters in Revit but were unable to export the data to other software because they
were not in a recognisable format. A lack of pre-existing diagnostic and restoration IFC
categories was also cited as a problem by [159,163]. Refs. [79,82] created work in an IFC
format but had to simplify their model to a dxf format because of compatibility issues
with the IFC and the Finite Element Modelling (FEM) software. Ref. [82] also experienced
issues due to Revit being unable to understand that the vaulted ceilings existed as both an
architectural feature and a structural component. There is not yet exhaustive integration of
numerical simulation software and BIM but [91] were able to develop a custom integration
using a VPL and created a real-time link between the software.

4.3.4. Changes over Time

Effective conservation relies on understanding the changes that have occurred over
time [69]. This is referred to as 4D in BIM and is typically utilised for modelling construc-
tion or demolition planning. For HBIM, several works have suggested repurposing 4D
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functionalities for modelling large-scale changes over time [31,34,35,68,89,99,102,132], or
for modelling the progress of decay [39]. Ref. [127] categorised model elements based
on their constructive phase claiming that it would allow the identification of previous
interventions and thus the evaluation of future risks and vulnerabilities. This claim was
validated by [152], which used construction phases to determine the likely causes of cracks
in the masonry, and by [56] which determined that previous restoration activities were the
cause of subsequent damage. A unique approach was employed by [164] which created a
model of a bridge in an area prone to ground movements. The authors created a model
from new survey data and from data collected in 1860 and then compared the two models
to assess the deformation of the bridge. Ref. [165] differs slightly from the papers previ-
ously mentioned by suggesting the separation of 4D into macro 4D, modelling large-scale
changes, and micro 4D, modelling small changes such as maintenance works. The need for
the latter is also discussed by [132] and the distinction of the two is justified because much
guidance on conservation work begins with an interrogation of the major changes that
have occurred over time [166] but then relies on the continual monitoring and management
of change [167]. A visual representation of changes at both a small and large scale would
assist with this.

Additionally, 4D could be used for educational purposes. Refs. [20,39] suggest that
by working out the chronological stages of the building’s construction and attributing this
information to the model, it could be used to teach people about historical construction
techniques. This sentiment is echoed by [119] which, whilst not explicitly referring to
4D BIM, discusses surveys teaching people about techniques now obsolete. The exact
timing of interventions is often estimated from existing documentation [102] so some
works have suggested adding a reliability statement regarding whether the date is known
or estimated [10].

4.4. Data Reliability

Data voids are common in HBIM, due to inaccessibility during data collection [39,82]
and a lack of or incompleteness of existing documentation [66,120]. It is also worth noting that
point clouds only provide surface data and the age and restrictions regarding the structure
may prevent invasive tests from occurring. Ref. [168] overcame this issue by utilising expert
interpretation from historical advisors who helped corroborate their assumptions of the
likely construction methods. Ref. [120] mitigated documentation-related data voids by
using any historical source exploring themes related to the construction period of that asset.
Similarly, Ref. [116] suggested using building standards and legislation, as well as patents,
advertisements of products and other information from architectural journals to supplement
surveyed data. This could have implications for the modelling accuracy, especially since
there is minimal knowledge about how actual building practice complied with manuals [58]
and there will have inevitably been degradation to the building with time [73]. Ref. [104]
employed historical surveys and records to supplement a point cloud of a now-damaged
historical asset. Ref. [82] chose to use current building standards to estimate the minimum
structural performance of a material so they could combine their HBIM with FEM tools as
they were unable to undertake invasive tests to determine the real values. There is a risk that
inaccurate judgements will be made if this information is assumed [116].

Ref. [49] suggests that a geometrically accurate model increases confidence in a high-
risk intervention but, whilst undeniably important, the actual geometric reliability of the
models is given minimal consideration, with the exception of a few works that compare the
resulting model to the point cloud or mesh [51,72,83,132,160]. However, there is a tendency
to assume that point cloud surveys and photogrammetry are entirely accurate and only
some works appear to employ additional validation surveys [51,164] or investigations to
ensure this [36,160].

There is a general consensus that the reliability status of data—i.e., whether it is
assumed or known (fact); should be recorded [66,71,145,169]. Ref. [39] decided to extrap-
olate existing data, assuming that future investigations would eventually fill the voids,
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and colour code it according to whether the data were surveyed or hypothesised. All
of these suggestions arguably contradict the advice of The Venice Charter which states
restoration “must stop at the point where conjecture begins” [22]. Refs. [66,169,170] all
explicitly distinguish the need to define reliability both for the source of geometric data
and any information stored within the model [170], suggesting that these should be two
independently recorded factors.

5. AR and VR

AR and VR have been frequently explored as visualisation tools for HBIM to enable
increased collaboration and more inclusive access to heritage [35,40,49,93,105,171]. These
works normally involve the user being able to ‘walk’ around the model and interact with
objects [172] to reveal additional information, often regarding intangible heritage [173].
Ref. [174] created a virtual model for tourists to show the changes over time to a basilica
in Milan. Refs. [55,175] suggest data in a BIM model could be shared via VR to reduce
intervention errors on construction sites and aid future maintenance works. Ref. [176]
utilised game engines to create a holographic HBIM; although, it is unclear what the benefits
of this were as the model was small, non-portable and lacked meaningful information.

Another stream of research has suggested the use of VR to enable the population of the
geometric model with additional data remotely, a development partially instigated by the
COVID-19 pandemic [70,175]. This technique has been successful, with [177] demonstrating
that a VR tour allowed students on their ‘survey education’ course to make meaningful
observations on the condition of a temple in China. Additional data can include heritage
significance, a value notoriously hard to define and entirely dependent on the assessor.
The benefit of VR/AR for populating these data is that all stakeholders can input their
significance assessments, a key factor of effective CH management [7]. This utilisation of
VR was successfully employed by [175], who created a model of a church in Belgium and
allowed VR visitors to place colour-coded markers about what they deemed significant
and the type of significance. The system recorded geospatial data relating to where visitors
were standing in the virtual environment when they placed the markers. The authors
of [175] suggest using the geospatial data to plan future visitor routes, a sentiment echoed
by [20], and go on to suggest the information regarding who attributed value to what could
be used more generally to improve the process for historical significance assessments.

Whilst theoretically beneficial, the process for converting HBIM to VR and AR is
not yet sufficiently advanced. Ref. [76] implemented current methodologies to convert
the HBIM of two case studies into both AR and VR. They found that the results lacked
interactivity and that the process required a large number of steps. Ref. [178] achieved a
good visual correlation between the real and VR environment but the process reduced the
parametric BIM model to a mesh reducing the associated level of information.

6. Future Work

From the reviewed papers, it can be seen that the implementation of HBIM is cur-
rently limited by a lack of standard methodology and lack of developed OIRs. Previous
research has investigated different modelling approaches and to a lesser extent information
requirements for specific use cases; however, it is clear that a standardised approach is
remiss. As such, there is a need to define the common OIRs for CH and their relative
importance: whether they are critical requirements, non-essential yet value adding or aspi-
rational requirements. Once the OIRs are known, a viable standardised approach should be
defined to include all the critical requirements with additional scope for the non-essential
yet value-adding requirements. The strategy should account for the practical technology
level achievable by CH managers to avoid obsolescence of the model. Ultimately, the
question can be posed—to what extent can HBIM be aligned with the existing and future
developments of ISO 19650?

In order to fill this gap in knowledge, future work by the authors of this paper will
include the comprehensive identification of existing OIRs for heritage according to the
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guidance and standards published by heritage experts and facilities managers. The OIRs
will then be validated by consulting experts within the field of heritage management
and maintenance. Once the OIRs are validated, they will be compared to existing BIM
practices for the purposes of identifying which, if any, BIM practices can be applied to
HBIM. This should (and will) look at both BIM tools and exchange formats including IFC.
A comprehensive identification of OIRs for HBIM can be used as the foundation for the
standard methodology for the application of HBIM within CH.

7. Conclusions

This paper carried out a semi-structured literature review to determine the current
implementation of HBIM. It established that existing research areas could be grouped
into three key areas: Geometric Data Collection and Modelling, BIM for Information
Management and AR and VR. Geometric Data Collection and Modelling was determined
to be the primary focus of early HBIM research. An assessment criterion for evaluating
the usefulness level of HBIM models was created and applied to 16 case studies. It was
observed that the HBIM case studies had given minimal consideration or discussion to what
associated information should be included with models and there was minimal evidence
of the models being used in practice for an intended purpose. This was determined to
be a limitation when evaluating the usefulness of models. It was concluded that HBIM
implementation is currently limited by a lack of standard methodology and defined OIRs.
It is suggested that future work should address this limitation by collating and validating
existing OIRs for the management and maintenance of heritage which can then be applied
to defining a future standard HBIM methodology.
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